CHALET HOST

Looking for a host role which gives plenty of
ski time, a chance to meet a variety of
interesting people, work in a small team and
ski in the one of the world's finest resorts?
Come and join Fish&Pips as a host this
season!
At Fish & Pips we pride ourselves on our
exceptional food, friendly yet professional
service and superb chalet location.
We are firm believers in looking after your
staff and that a happy team makes for happy
guests! We therefore think providing the
following is essential:

•
•
•
•
•

Three Valley / Espace Killy season pass
Generous staff accommodation with UK TV and wifi
A competitive package
More skiing time than most - up to 6 days per week
Numerous other perks you get from working in small team such as ours.

As a proactive member of the team, your responsibilities will include the day to day cleaning of the
chalet, helping in the kitchen and other chalets if necessary, serving breakfast and dinner 6 days a
week and generally hosting the guests. Enthusiasm for food, working with people, skiing or
snowboarding or wanting to learn is essential.
Most importantly we are looking to build a team that works well together both in the chalets and
out on the slopes. Nine years of experience has proved to us that this team work is key to the
success not only of Fish&Pips but also your season. We are looking for a hard-working team to
maintain our high standards with masses of enthusiasm for the job in hand, a love for the
mountains, an eye for detail and a professional attitude. We value our staff hugely as we recognise
they are fundamental in ensuring all of our guests enjoy every aspect of their holiday.
If this is a position you are looking for and think we sound like a company you'd like to work with
then send us your CV. Hurry, we only have a small number of positions to fill!

Chalet Host Responsibilities

















Look after the day to day running of the chalets and guests
Help out in preparing breakfast, afternoon tea, canapés and a four course evening dinner if
necessary
Lay the tables suitably and as trained for breakfast, afternoon tea and dinner
Prepare drinks for guests in the morning and evening
To serve and clear breakfast and dinner
Ensure that the chalet is always clean and tidy
o Clean bedrooms and bathrooms daily
o Share the cleaning of communal areas with the chef
o Making beds

Conduct a thorough deep clean of the chalets on changeover day as trained
Be prepared to help in other chalets if required
Sharing responsibility with the Fish&Pips team for weekly changeover in any self catered
properties and any other self catered upgrades requested by guests
Ensure the exterior of the chalet is kept tidy, and clear of cigarettes butts, rubbish and snow
Ensure the storage areas of the chalet (where applicable) are always clean and tidy
Clear rubbish and recycling from the chalet daily
Be presentable and personable at all times
Be a proactive part of the Fish& Pips team and work closely with the chef in the chalet and
the Resort Manager
Fish & Pips will employ 8 hosts between both resorts, they will share the responsibilities of
maintenance, stock checking, laundry and other adhoc duties

